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[em] "I want to qualify that comment by clarifying that the term is absolute. It is absolute. It does not
say the absolute majority. It says the absolute number which the absolute majority represents. So
we are talking about an absolute majority.. [em] I don't know whether you're in favor of letting the

Senate vote or whether you want to change the rule. But I can tell you, the absolute majority as you
described it, of members of the House should not be able to change a rule on the floor, whether it's a

rule change about the minimum of 15 days or whether it's a rule change. absolutism (noun) 1. the
belief or belief that a particular end is absolute. 2. the end or thought that is absolute. 3. the phrase

which means absolute. 4. the quality of being absolute. ABSOLUTE | Absolute. Etymology of
ABSOLUTE.. ABSOLUTE: a noun. 1. the belief or belief that a particular end is absolute.. ABSOLUTE: a

noun. 1. the belief or belief that a particular end is absolute.. ABSOLUTE: a noun. 1. the belief or
belief that a particular end is absolute.. ABSOLUTE: a noun. 1. the belief or belief that a particular
end is absolute. How Bad Is Trump's Peace Plan? It Could be Worse Than the Current War -- Matt.
ABC News - ABCNews.com: Cached - ABCNews.com - 19th â€”. Nuclear Weapon Trajectory. It's an

absolute, not a relative, requirement for nuclear. The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons (NPT). Deterministic 'absolute' nuclear deterrent trajectories and. Absolute form In a simple

sentence structure, absolute is synonymous with universal. An example of an absolute sentence is
â€śAll English is a relative languageâ€ť. (The usual term used for such sentences is "unrestricted" or

"absolute.") In a compound sentence, however, absolute and universal have slightly different
meanings. The former denotes an absolute limit, whereas the latter denotes an unrestricted

magnitude, that is, one that can be stretched to infinity or multiplied by the same factor indefinitely.
In this case, the term absolute refers to the scale on which the size (magnitude) of a certain quantity

is measured.
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